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Maine needs at least an 
additional 15,000 high-skilled 

workers if it is going to be able to fill 
the jobs of the future.  In the areas of 
business and finance, computer and 
math, architecture, engineering, and 
the skilled trades, the state’s school 
system is not producing enough 
graduates given the demands of 
Maine’s industries. Furthermore, 16 
percent of high school freshmen do 
not graduate in four years.  Maine’s 
economy cannot sustain these types 
of results if the state is to continue to 
compete and succeed in the global marketplace.  Between 2008 
and 2018, Maine jobs requiring post-secondary education are 
expected to grow seven times faster than jobs for high school 
dropouts. Positions in science, technology, engineering and math 
(STEM) are also growing in Maine, and 87 percent of these jobs 
will require post-secondary education by 2018. Yet today, only 
37 percent of working-age adults in the state have an associate’s 
degree or higher. 

In 2010, the Maine legislature passed legislation stating that all 
publicly supported high schools achieve a graduation rate of 90 
percent by the end of school year 2015-16. To meet these goals 
and ensure a future highly-skilled workforce, Maine must expand 
investments in promising and evidence-based innovative high 
school models, coupled with more rigorous academic standards 
and assessments. These education approaches will help ensure 
students develop their mastery of core academic content and 
help develop critical skills such as problem-solving, effective 
communication, critical thinking, and collaboration – the deeper 
learning skills needed to produce a world-class, competitive 
workforce.  

Both promising and proven high 
school education models provide rich 
and relevant core academic curricula 
that prepare students for education 
and career beyond high school, while 
also providing them with practical 
job skills, hands-on experience and 
connections to local employers. 
These models, including schools 
in Maine, utilize project-based 
learning, numerous written and 
oral communication activities, and 
work-based learning opportunities.  
Students are taught how to apply the 

knowledge they have acquired in one subject to use in different 
situations – students “learn to learn.”

The bottom line: The future of Maine’s economy depends upon 
the caliber of our workforce. As we continue the debate on 
meaningful education reform in our state, the conversation must 
include promising and evidence-based education approaches and 
college-and-career-readiness standards—Maine’s Common Core 
Standards—that develop and assess skills in our students that 
our businesses expect – and need – from their workforce. Maine 
business leaders are calling for continued implementation of 
Maine’s new college-and-career-readiness standards and aligned 
assessments, and greater access to innovative high school models 
to better equip young people for success in both post-secondary 
education and their future careers.  

Keeping Maine Competitive
Reducing our skills gap through innovative education 
models and rigorous standards

Executive Summary

A Cianbro master tradesman teaches welding to 
a student from the Somerset Career and Technical 
Center.
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Ensuring Maine’s Global Success
Reducing our skills gap through innovative education 

models and rigorous standards

•	 According to the Nation’s Report Card, only 39 percent of 
Maine 8th graders are proficient in math and reading and 
only 37 percent are proficient in science.1 

•	 16 percent of Maine high school freshmen do not graduate 
within four years.2  The proportion of students who do not 
graduate within four 
years is even higher 
in Androscoggin, 
Somerset, and Franklin 
counties, at 22 percent, 
21 percent and 19 
percent, respectively.3   

•	 Only four in ten Maine 
students taking the SAT 
during the 2011-2012 
school year scored 
at proficient levels in 
math, reading, writing 
or science.  Forty-two 
percent of Maine students in 2011-2012 scored proficient 
in math, and only 40 percent were proficient in writing, 38 
percent in reading, and 40 percent in science.4

•	 In late 2008, only one-third of surveyed employers nationwide 
reported that new entrants with four-year college degrees had 
“excellent” overall preparation for the workforce.

•	 Only 16 percent of employers nationwide reported 
excellent overall workforce preparation for those with only 
a high school diploma.5 

Post-secondary education and training are not the only 
preparation employers want. Three out of four executives believe 
that soft skills will become even more important in the next three 
to five years because of global competition and the pace of change 
in the business environment.6 But in a 2010 survey of 2,000 
executives conducted by the American Management Association, 

nine out of ten executives 
said that soft skills like 
communication, collaboration 
and critical thinking are 
important to support business 
expansion, but less than half 
of those executives rated their 
employees as above average in 
those skills.7

A Growing Maine 
Skills Gap

With weak education outcomes, 
dissatisfied employers, and an 

increasing emphasis on soft skills, how will the Maine workforce 
of the future fare? Data suggest that Maine needs to make major 
changes to keep its workforce competitive with other states and 
internationally.

An education and occupational analysis commissioned for 
this report by America’s Edge estimates that Maine needs an 
additional 15,000 high-skilled workers to fill future jobs.8 In the 
area of business and finance, computer and math, architecture 
and engineering and the skilled trades, the state’s school system 

Unprepared Students, Unprepared Workers: Although businesses have always 
needed workers proficient in the “3 Rs” – reading, writing and arithmetic – 
today’s fast-paced, international marketplace requires even higher proficiency 
levels in these hard skills. But they are too often lacking, especially among those 
entering the workforce. 

Source: Chmura Economics and Analytics, 2013
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is not producing enough graduates given the demands of Maine’s 
industries. In the Portland-South Portland-Biddleford region, 
the most acute shortfalls are estimated to be with graduates with 
computer and mathematical degrees, as well as graduates from 
architecture and engineering programs.9 

Another recent Maine skills gap analysis projects 26,000 new 
high-wage and growth Maine jobs over 10 years. But significant 
skills gaps are forecast because of the state’s mismatch between 
worker skills and labor demand. The report predicts: 

•	 A shortage of over 1,500 associate’s degree-level workers 
in information and computer technology;

•	 Over 1,000 unfilled machinists positions; and

•	 4,000 high-wage jobs going unfilled over the next 10 
years.10 

To combat these predictions and ensure that Maine residents are 
among the best educated in the nation, Mainers need additional 
education and training. An analysis of Maine Department of 
Labor data on job openings in 2010 reports that 43 percent of 
the new job openings in Maine required a bachelor’s degree, 34 
percent required a high school degree, and almost one in five 
openings were for professional healthcare occupations.11 Data 
show that 36 percent of Maine adults currently have a two-year 
degree or higher.12 

The anticipated growth rates for occupations for Maine are highly 
skewed towards jobs that are either highly skilled – needing a 
bachelor’s degree or above – or middle skilled – requiring more 

than a high school degree but less than a four-year degree.13  
Between 2008 and 2018, Maine jobs requiring post-secondary 
education are expected to grow seven times faster than jobs for 

high school dropouts.14 Similarly, by 2022, about 
75 percent of the fastest growing occupations that 
have above-average wages will be jobs that require a 
post-secondary education of an associate’s degree or 
higher.15 

Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math (STEM) 
Occupations Grow

Jobs that are heavily reliant on technology are 
growing fast. The number of STEM jobs in Maine 
is expected to grow by 7 percent between 2008 
and 2018.16 Workers often need post-secondary 
education to capitalize on these types of jobs. In 
fact, 87 percent of Maine STEM jobs will require 
post-secondary education by 2018 and 57 percent 
will require a bachelor’s degree or higher.17

Source: Census ACS 2006-2010
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In Maine, 16 percent of high school 
students do not graduate in four years

Counties

Proportion of 
students who do 

not graduate in four 
years

Aroostook 14%
Cumberland 14%

Knox 14%
York 14%
Piscataquis 15%
Maine - State Average 16%
Oxford 16%
Sagadahoc 16%
Hancock 17%
Kennebec 17%
Penobscot 17%
Waldo 17%
Washington 17%
Lincoln 18%
Franklin 19%
Somerset 21%
Androscoggin 22%
Source: 2010-2011 4-year cohort graduation data, County Health 
Rankings & Roadmaps, 2013.
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Healthcare jobs are also growing 
in Maine, with 13 percent growth 
between 2010 and 2020 compared to 
10 percent growth in other jobs. But 
only 13 percent of healthcare jobs in 
2020 will be for those with only a high 
school diploma. Eighty-seven percent 
will require some post-secondary 
education.18

Based on recent research, filling those 
jobs will be difficult. As recently as 
2001, Maine ranked 8th in the nation in 
terms of per capita degrees granted in 
science and engineering. In the latest 
rankings, Maine has fallen to 24th 
in the nation.19 Seven out of 10 U.S. 
manufacturing companies surveyed 
in 2011 reported a moderate to severe 
shortage of available, qualified workers, 
especially in skilled production jobs 
such as machinists and technicians.20 

Demographic changes are also having a profound impact on the 
workforce. The retiring generation has more education and skills 
than the generation entering the workforce. As a result of these 
trends and the need for higher education in jobs, Maine is at risk 
of facing a major skills gap in the future.

The United States Is Falling Behind

Maine is not alone. Thanks to technology, more and more 
American workers are now directly competing with workers from 
around the world. How U.S. students stack up against students 
from other countries is, thus, increasingly important – but the 
United States is no longer on top.

The U.S. high school graduation rate ranks in the bottom quarter 
of developed nations.21 On an international test of applied 
knowledge and skills, the Programme for International Student 
Assessment (PISA), U.S. 15-year-old students score significantly 
below the average for industrialized nations in math and trail far 
behind leading countries like Korea, Japan and Finland in reading 
and science.22 Once a leader in math education, U.S. high school 
students now fall in the bottom half of teenagers from developed 
countries. The U.S. is getting worse results while spending almost 
40 percent more on education: U.S. spending per student in 2009 
was over $11,800, compared to an industrialized nation average of 
about $8,600.23  And in Maine, education spending per student is 
even higher, at about $14,600 in 2009.24  

“In almost any field, increased skill levels are needed. Take manufacturing. 
Where once ability to follow fixed procedures was all that was 

needed, today we reward initiative, persistence, and the ability to make 
independent decisions.”  

Tim Hussey
President and CEO,
Hussey Seating

What Was 
Needed Then...

...And What’s 
Needed Now

Required skills and traits 
for manufacturing

Handler et al., 2009

• Learning one or two specific 
technical roles

• Mechanical reasoning, logic, trou-
bleshooting & spatial visualization

• Physical strength & flexibility • Personal flexibility, communication & 
cooperation

• Ability to follow fixed, 
   unchanging procedures

• Initiative, persistence & indepen-
dence

• General attention to produc-
tion & safety procedures

• Attention to detail, self-control & 
   dependability

• Following orders • Making independent decisions

• Operating, maintaining, 
   designing mechanical ma-

chinery

• Operating computers or computer-
ized machinery & using computers 
for a wide range of critical functions
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Although higher education attainment in the U.S. has continued to 
climb, we are not keeping pace with other nations and not growing 
fast enough to keep up with labor market demand. As recently as 
1995, the U.S was tied for first in college graduation rates. But as 
other countries dramatically improved their college completion 
rates, the U.S. has fallen to 13th out of 25 industrialized nations – 
decidedly in the middle of the pack.25 

High Cost of the Skills Gap

The lack of a skilled workforce comes at a high cost for 
individuals, businesses and the economy. 

The unemployment rates for occupations that require a bachelor’s 
degree or higher are close to three percentage 
points lower than the unemployment rates for 
occupations that are typically filled by someone 
with a high school diploma or less. The wage 
gains from even attempting some post-secondary 
training are clear across the state as well, with 
workers with an associate’s degree earning almost 
$15,000 more than a high school graduate and 
more than $20,000 more than a high school 
dropout.26  In the Portland-South Portland-
Biddeford MSA, the findings are even more stark, 
with the average wage for those with at least an 
associate’s degree being $25,000 greater than the 
average wage of a high school dropout.27

Graduating just an extra 1,000 of Maine’s high 
school dropouts could result in impressive economic 
benefits. These 1,000 extra graduates would likely:

•	collectively earn $9.5 million more in 
an average year than they would have 
without a diploma;

•	spend $1.1 million more each year purchasing vehicles; 

•	buy homes worth $20 million more by the time they 
reach the midpoint of their careers; 

•	support 80 new jobs in the state;

•	increase the gross state product by $12 million; and

•	increase state revenues by $900,000 annually through 
their increased spending and investments.28

High school dropouts are so much less productive than high 
school graduates that each new class of Maine dropouts will 
earn $428 million less over their lifetimes than their high 
school graduate peers.29 These staggering earnings losses 
translate into less spending power, fewer contributions to the 

Note: Analysis of 2011, 2012 BLS data. Unemployment rates are for adults age 25 and up. Earnings 
are for ages 25 - 64. 

Source: Chmura Analytics, 2012

Unemployment and Earnings by Education Level in 
the State of Maine
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“Part of our current challenge is that we not only need to train 
students for the jobs in today’s workforce, but for the jobs of 

the future. We need a workforce with ‘deeper learning skills’ so Maine 
businesses can compete successfully in a global economy.”    

Chris Hall,
Chief Executive Officer,
Portland Regional
Chamber of Commerce.
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tax base and lower productivity. The returns from a college 
degree are even greater. The average lifetime earnings of an 
individual college graduate are $2.1 million higher than those 
of a high school dropout and $1.6 million higher than a high 
school graduate.30 

Remedial courses and training to help students catch up and get 
on track for higher education and training are helpful, but they 
are expensive and inefficient. Twelve percent of college students 
who entered the University of Maine System directly after high 
school were enrolled in remedial coursework, according to 
the University of Maine System.31 For students in the Maine 
Community College System, the figure rises to 50 percent.32 
Remedial education costs students and the state an estimated $13 
million annually, and up to $18 million annually after factoring in 
the reduced lifetime wages of students taking remedial courses.33   

Changing Course 

As Maine and the nation wrestle with the vitally important debate 
on education reform, businesses know that career relevance 
must be incorporated into the classroom. Too many students 
do not understand why they need to know what they are being 
taught, lose interest in school and then do not develop the deeper 
learning skills employers expect them to have.  Innovative high 
school education models help students stay engaged in school so 
they graduate with a concrete understanding of what they will 
need to succeed in the workforce and education post-high school, 
thus better ensuring Maine businesses have a workforce armed 
with the skills required in a global marketplace.

Developing Deeper Learning Skills

Business leaders know that young people entering college and 
the workforce need a mastery of core academic subjects. But they 
need more:

•	 The critical thinking and problem-solving skills 
necessary to find answers to challenges that – unlike 
multiple choice tests – are not on the page in front of 
them. 

•	 Part of those skills come from learning how to learn – 
knowing how to find out what they do not already know. 

Lake Region High School Career 
Academies

Lake Region High School and Lake Regional 
Vocational Center, both in Naples, have launched 
Career Academies this year. Lake Region High 
School was designated as underperforming in 2009-
10 and applied for and received a federal School 
Improvement Grant. With the help of that grant and 
technical assistance from the Maine Department 
of Education, Lake Region has made progress in 
culture and academics.43

The school currently has nine academies—small 
educational groupings that explore career 
possibilities through project-based and traditional 
learning models. The academies offer an education 
program that raises the academic and social skills 
of students to prepare them for college or the 
workforce.44

The academies—ranging in topic from global 
studies to visual and performing arts—support 
the school’s new philosophy: provide a structure 
that gives students the opportunity to pursue their 
passions and their interests, while helping them solve 
21st-century problems.

“Making school achievement in Maine relevant to the 
working world and capable of inspiring aspirations is one     

of the greatest challenges in keeping our local economy strong.”  

Elizabeth Timm,
Retired Maine Market President, 
Bank of America
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•	 They will need effective written and verbal 
communication skills to work as part of a team, or to 
interact with the public. 

•	 And, to work as a team, they will have to master 
collaboration skills, such as interpreting others messages 
and responding appropriately.

This preparation includes going beyond rote learning to transfer 
what they have learned in one subject and apply it in novel ways 
or different settings in the workplace. It also requires the ability to 
regulate one’s own behavior and emotions to reach goals.  Research 
cited by the National Research Council, for example, shows that being 
conscientious – “being organized, responsible, and hardworking – 
[has] the strongest correlation with desirable work and educational 
outcomes [whereas] anti-social behavior … is negatively correlated 
with these [desirable] outcomes.”34 These are skills that can be taught 
and reinforced, especially in the workforce. All of this goes beyond 
“textbook” learning to provide students and workers with the skills 
now needed in a competitive global market.35

Maine Common Core Standards

The Maine Common Core Standards, when fully implemented 
with their aligned assessments, will ensure that students develop 
the deeper learning skills required by today’s businesses. 

Until recently, each state has had its own particular educational 
standards and tests to assess student achievement. Standards var-
ied greatly across states and even among school districts within 
a state. State tests also vary, in content and on the level of perfor-
mance deemed “proficient.” As a result, there is a lot of confusion 
about how students really are doing and businesses have no objec-
tive way to compare job applicants from different states—a high 
school diploma from a state with high standards likely comes with 
a different skill set than one from a state with low standards. 

The Common Core State Standards (CCSS)36 offer a way out 
of this dilemma. The CCSS, developed and led by the nation’s 
governors and chief state school officers, have been voluntarily 
adopted by 45 states, including Maine, as well as the District of 
Columbia, four U.S. territories and the Department of Defense 
Education Activity. Governor LePage signed the Maine Common 
Core Standards into law in 2011, after they passed both the House 
and Senate unanimously.37 

The CCSS establish a shared, rigorous set of educational 
standards for English language arts and mathematics for K-12 
education. Business leaders were among the stakeholders 
involved in developing and vetting the standards, and they 

reflect businesses’ needs for a highly-skilled workforce that 
has mastered core academic content, and is able to think 
critically, solve complex problems and communicate effectively 
(i.e. deeper learning skills). The CCSS establish the content 
and skills that children must learn at each grade level, but 
they do not tell teachers how to teach, nor do they specify a 
curriculum; these important decisions remain under teacher, 
local or state control. 

Innovative Maine programs that 
implement deeper learning: Cianbro 

Cianbro Corp. is a Maine industry leader in 
innovations to help Maine address the skills shortage 
of human capital in the construction industry.  

Each year Cianbro opens its facility to area high 
school students who work with master craftsmen as a 
hands-on learning laboratory.

In addtion, for more than a decade, Cianbro has 
lead the efforts of the Maine Associated Builders 
and Contractors to fill the lack of skilled craftspeople 
needed for many of today’s jobs.  The Craft 
Championship gives Maine high school students a 
look at the opportunities available in the construction 
industry through a one-day hands-on emersion in 
the varies trade occupations in Maine.55 The Craft 
Championships has helped set local youths on the 
path toward trade careers.  In recent years more 
than a thousand students from all across Maine 
attend the Craft Championship and experience 
working with master craftsman and modern 
equipment as one pathway to career exploration.

The Cianbro Institute was launched in 2008 to 
establish an in-house corporate educational facility 
partnering with established regional education 
institutions to attract, develop and retain workers.  In 
a 2012 ground-breaking partnership with area public 
and private higher education institutions, workers 
can earn college credits by participating in select 
Cianbro training programs.  Cianbro employees 
can increase their access to two-year, four-year or 
advanced degrees, promoting “anytime, anywhere” 
learning through the high-quality business, computer, 
accounting, leadership and management training 
provided at the Cianbro Institute.56  
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Maine is a member of the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consor-
tium38, one of the two main groups of states developing assess-
ments based on the CCSS. The assessments will be implemented 
in 2014-2015 and are being piloted in some Maine schools in 
2012-2013. The assessments will allow educators to determine 
how students are doing and to use this information to improve 
education, so more students will be college- and career-ready. 
Short-term assessments will allow teachers to determine students’ 
understanding of concepts and then adjust teaching in real time, 
to increase understanding. The data from these assessments will 
also help educators identify and share educational practices that 
work with other schools and districts. Employers could also use 
CCSS assessment scores to compare applicants and find those 
who have the reading and language or math skills needed.

In addition to assessments, in order to affect student outcomes, we 
also need stronger curricula, compatible with the CCSS. Better pre- 
and in-service training will also be necessary, including support 
for teachers’ and leaders’ learning how to use the CCSS assessment 
data effectively.39 As assessments will be computer-based, schools 
must also have sufficient hardware and bandwith to accommodate 
the assessments. However, in many states, including Maine, 
current spending will cover a significant proportion of the costs of 
implementing the CCSS.40

The CCSS can help ensure that students are receiving a high-quality 
education consistently, from state to state. The new educational 
standards and assessments will not magically turn things around 
overnight. Because the CCSS are more rigorous than most states’ 

Jobs for Maine’s Graduates is a nonprofit education 
organization working with 4,500 public school students 
grades 6-12, in 72 programs throughout Maine to provide 
students with the skills and resources they need to 
overcome challenges, and to graduate from high school 
prepared to succeed in post-secondary education and 
the workforce.48

JMG programs are hosted within Maine’s public schools 
and year-round classes are taught by JMG Specialists 
who serve as mentors and teachers.  Specialists teach 
a hands-on, interactive curriculum that focuses on 
career development, job attainment and job survival, 
leadership and team building, communication and 
time management, and community service learning.  
JMG partners with businesses leaders who help expose 
students to the career opportunities that are available in 
Maine.

Since its inception by Governor John McKernan and the 
Maine Legislature in 1993, JMG has helped more than 
25,000 young people in middle school and high school, 
youth in foster care, and incarcerated youth overcome 
challenges and become reconnected and re-engaged 
in their schools, their communities, and the workforce.

These outcomes are proof that JMG and Maine’s 
students are making the grade:

•	 The 4-year graduation rate for JMG students is 
consistently 90% or higher

•	 96% of students in JMG return to school the 
following year (5-year average)

•	 85% of JMG students are either employed, 
in the military, or continuing their education 
immediately following graduation (5-year 
average) 

•	 JMG graduates earn 14% more money than all 
other workers their age.49

A Maine Department of Labor analysis of JMG students 
found they:

• Earn more than the majority of their 
contemporaries;

• Move into industries that show growth and 
potential for increased earnings;

• Tend to relocate from regions with declining 
employment; and

• Realize higher earnings the longer their tenure 
with an employer.50

Innovative Maine programs that implement deeper learning: Jobs 
for Maine’s Graduates (JMG)
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standards, including Maine’s41, the new assessments are going to 
be tougher than previous state tests. At first there is likely to be a 
decrease in test scores, not because students are doing worse, but 
because we will be accurately measuring how well students are 
meeting higher standards. With rigorous standards and assessments 
our students will be better prepared for success in post-secondary 
education and the workforce.  

Developing Skills Businesses Need through 
High School Education Models

One of the best – and proven – ways to impact the skills gap is 
to equip high school students for success in both post-secondary 
training and/or education and their future careers.  Students need 
to understand how education is relevant to a career, understand 
their options and what is expected in the work place, and develop 
communication, collaboration and critical-thinking capabilities.  
Innovative models and approaches are achieving these goals.

A common element to these proven and promising high school 
education models is the integration of rigorous academics, career-
relevant instruction, support services for students and real-world, 

work-based learning experiences supported by industry and 
community partners over a three- or four-year period. A number 
of schools have also adopted educational approaches that focus on 
problem-solving, communication, and collaboration skills.  

Career Academies is a proven approach found throughout the United 
States and recently introduced in Maine that incorporates real-world, 
work-based learning. Although some programs are stand-alone 
schools, including charter or magnet schools, most are pathways 
within larger comprehensive high schools. Often called a “school-
within-a-school,” students in career pathways stay together with the 
same teachers for the duration of the program.  That continuity helps 
create close relationships among the students, their peers and their 
teachers. It creates the kind of “team player” mentality employers too 
often find lacking in their younger employees.42 

Key elements in proven and promising high school education 
models, such as Career Academies, are:  

•	 Work-based learning such as mentorships, job shadowing 
opportunities and internships with local employers 
brings actual career relevance to the students, deepening 

Skills Necessary for Success

To be equipped with the knowledge and abilities busi-
nesses now require, students must:

Master Core Academic Content

Students must be able to demonstrate a baseline 
understanding of core content knowledge and apply 
facts, processes and theories to real-world situations.

Think Critically and Solve Complex Problems

Students must be able to apply tools and techniques 
learned from core subjects to formulate and solve 
problems, using them to evaluate, integrate and criti-
cally analyze multiple sources of information. Students 
must be able to learn to reason and construct justifi-
able arguments creatively, encompassing non-linear 
thinking and persistence.

Work Collaboratively

Students should demonstrate the ability to cooper-
ate together to identify and create solutions to social, 
vocational and personal challenges. This includes the 

ability to identify common goals; to organize resources 
necessary for meeting group goals; and to learn to 
communicate and incorporate multiple points of view 
to better achieve goals. 

Communicate Effectively

Students must be able to organize their thoughts and 
findings in clear, meaningful and useful ways and ex-
press themselves in both written and oral forms. They 
must be able to listen well and present others’ con-
cepts, as well as their own.

Learn How to Learn

Students must be aware of their strengths and weak-
nesses and be able to monitor and direct their own 
learning. They should understand and be prepared to 
meet changing expectations in a variety of academ-
ic, professional and social environments.

Enhancing Deeper Learning Skills
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their understanding of how traditional academics are 
used in careers. This helps direct them toward training 
and education opportunities that will get them the skills 
Maine employers are seeking.45

•	 Project-based learning helps students make connections 
across subjects and brings greater relevance to classroom 
learning. Students work together on projects, developing 
academic and technical skills, as well as more experience 
with collaboration, communication and critical 
thinking.46

•	 School-based enterprise, like student-led businesses or 
community service initiatives, is another form of work-
based learning. It allows students to design, produce and 
deliver real products and services. 

•	 Support services, including counseling as well as 
additional instruction in reading, writing and 
mathematics, help students keep their grades up and stay 
on track for graduation.47

In a well-designed study of Career Academies across America, 
students were twice as likely as nonparticipants to be working in the 
computer, engineering or media technology sector eight years after 
graduation, thus helping to increase the supply of STEM workers.51 
Young people who went through Career Academies earned more 
and were more productive than those not in the program.52

Included among the educational models that focus on developing 
deeper learning skills in Maine is Expeditionary Learning, a 
model that focuses on cultivating the skills Maine businesses 
need.  Expeditionary Learning (EL) is a comprehensive school 
reform model that uses project-based learning to help students 
cultivate critical thinking, problem-solving, and collaboration. A 
hallmark of this school reform model are learning expeditions, 
which are interdisciplinary real-word projects which serve as 
the primary curriculum units in EL schools.  Student success 
is assessed using three indicators:  academic achievement, 
quality of student work, and evidence of student engagement.53  
Expeditionary Learning has a network of 165 schools in 29 states, 
including the Casco Bay High School in Portland.54 At Casco Bay, 

100 percent of the graduates of the first two senior classes were 
accepted to college and, in 2012, it was named one of Maine’s top 
high schools by US News and World Report.

Although evaluation research has not yet assessed the 
effectiveness of models such as these, their focus on these key 
learning skills that businesses need shows promise for helping 
students be better equipped for problem-solving, critical thinking, 
communication and collaboration.  

Through these promising models, Maine high school students 
understand the skills they will need in a particular occupation 
and can make more informed decisions about post-secondary 
education and training. Whether they go directly into the 
workforce or pursue advanced education, these students will 
ultimately enter the workforce much more prepared to hit the 
ground running, potentially reducing the time and cost of on-the-
job training. 

Conclusion

Maine runs the risk of falling behind when it comes to preparing 
its future workforce to compete successfully in a global economy. 
To meet the future demands of a more skilled and educated 
workforce, policy-makers should make sure we invest in 
what really works and include promising and evidence-based 
approaches that will ensure young people enter the workforce 
with the skills Maine businesses need. State school districts should 
be supported as they fully implement the Maine Common Core 
Standards and aligned assessments, and the state should grant 
its school districts greater flexibility to incorporate proven or 
promising education models using deeper learning into their 
high schools.  They can draw on their existing resources, and 
state funding to follow these approaches. If we are serious about 
securing Maine’s economic future we must act now to get our 
businesses the highly-skilled workforce we need to innovate and 
grow in the global marketplace.

“Maine and our nation are focused on reforming our education 
system, and that reform should include steps to improve more 

than just academic outcomes. It must also include reforms that teach our 
young people -- our future workforce -- to learn.”    

Robert A. Moore
President and Chairman,
Dead River Corp.
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